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ABSTRACT

Extracting key phrases from documents is a common task in many applications. In general: The Noun Phrase Extractor consists of three modules: tokenization; part-of-speech tagging; noun phrase identification. These will be used as three main steps in building the new system ANPE. This paper aims at picking Arabic Noun Phrases from a corpus of documents, Relevant criteria (Recall and Precision), will be used as evaluation measure. On the one hand, when using NPs rather than using single terms, the system yields more relevant documents from the retrieved ones, on the other hand, it gave low precision because number of the retrieved documents will be decreased. At the researchers conclude and recommend improvements for more effective and efficient research in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Arabic is considered the most widespread Semitic languages in terms of native speakers, it is the mother tongue of over 300 million people around the world [1]. The number of Arab-speaking Internet users in 2016 was more than 155 million, about 43.4% of the Arab world population [2]. But on the other side of the picture it is known as one of the most difficult languages in Natural Language processing (NLP) in general and information retrieval [3]. Further, there was an old debate and big disagreement between the oldest two Arabic grammar schools (Basra and Kufa) in one of the most important issues in Arabic language: the nominal sentence or noun phrase [4], in spite of these difficulties and debate the researchers decided to overcome this issue in previous paper [5] which presented a plan for building ANPE, Whereas This paper aims to implement ANPE as described by its predecessor [5].

However, the previous paper provided Introduction to the concept of Noun Phrase (NP) in general and the reason for Extracting NPs, it shews Literature Review, provided a Structure of Arabic Language by presenting these points:

1. Historical Survey of Arabic Grammar
2. Challenges of Arabic in NLP and IR
3. Arabic Tagset
4. Nouns in Arabic Language
5. Sentences in Arabic Language
The list of topics that is presented in this paper is to complete the previous one, it specifies more on the methodology used for building ANPE: tokenization; part-of-speech tagging; and noun phrase identification. Further, it shows the resulted system of ANPE and its Run, and finally it explains the Evaluation and discuss the results.

In the next subsection, we will give a brief Background of the topic. Section 2 shows the Methodology, Section 3 provide the Implementation of ANPE, Section 4 presents the Running the ANPE System, then the Evaluation of IR System will be given in Section 5, and finally the Conclusion.

1.1 Background

A noun in Arabic is a word that indicates a meaning by itself without relating to the notion of time [6]. There are two main kinds of noun: variable and invariable. The grammar specifies the structure of the Arabic sentence. The Arabic sentence is generally classified as either nominal sentence or verbal sentence [7]. Accordingly, a nominal sentence is defined as "a sentence which begins with a noun, whereas a verbal sentence is one which begins with a verb". In this paper, we want to manipulate nominal sentences or Noun Phrases (NPs). NPs are good indicators of text content [8], "It has always been assumed by researchers that in language it is the noun phrases that are the content-bearing units of information".

However, as presented in the next section, manipulating and identifying NPs is not a trivial job. Once the text has been tokenized and divided into sentences, it is ready for the extraction process. The essence of this process is part-of-speech, discovering higher level structures and patterns in the text, associating each word with its grammatical context.

In searching about manipulating Noun Phrases, we found that at the beginnings, the used approaches targeted simple Finite State Machines and other compiler techniques, e.g., LR parsing. But after the revolution of Web2.0 and the increased interest in corpus and big Data there become a need for more intelligent ways for analysing data. Since then, many effective Machine Learning approaches [9] have been presented:

- Transformation-based Learning
- Memory-based Learning
- Maximum Entropy Model
- Hidden Markov Model
- Support Vector Machines

The goal of this paper was to develop a system for Extracting Arabic Noun Phrases, the next section will show more details about the system.

2. Methodology

This section discusses the steps of developing the proposed system: the Arabic Noun Phrase Extractor (ANPE) [5], including exhibition for the steps of the design and implementation of the system.

As mentioned in the introduction that most of the Noun Phrase extractors use three main steps:

1. Tokenization
2. Tagging
3. Forming Noun Phrases
Our system also followed these steps in its design – as seen in Figure 1 –, so that they will be explained in details in the following subsections.
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Figure 1: General steps of the ANPE system

### 2.1 Tokenization

This step is one of the most critical phases used to analyse text linguistically. “It breaks strings of characters, words, spaces and punctuation into tokens during the indexing process” [10]. The goal of the tokenization process is defined in [11] as “to determine sentence boundaries, and to separate the text into a stream of individual tokens (words) by removing extraneous punctuation. Document texts must be tokenized correctly, to enable the noun phrase extractor to parse the text efficiently”. Also, as [12] illustrates that “Tokenization is a process to separate the texts into individual symbols. It adds that this is a particularly important issue for the types of texts that are used for concept space generation. Each text document must be correctly tokenized before the noun phrases are extracted. Otherwise, the noun phrase will be incorrect”.

But first, it is necessary to Filter Out Stop Words from the documents so that the rest words in them are either nouns or verbs.

#### 2.1.1 Stop Words Filtering (or stripping)

In English, stop words include articles such as “the,” “a,” and “an,” and demonstratives like “this,” “that” and “those.” Removing these commonly occurring words from indices reduces the number of words each search term must be compared against, significantly improving query response time without affecting accuracy. These vary with each locale, because every language has different stop words [10].

Likewise, in Arabic Stop Words includes any word that is not considered part of speech, i.e. noun or verb (including prepositions (الي، عن، في...), demonstratives (هذا، هذا...), special characters ($, %, &,…), adverbs (فمّا تحت)، … etc.)

### 2.2 Part-of-Speech Tagging

Resuming what had been discussed in [5] about Arabic tagset, here we built a tagger that is a system that outputs the part of speech of a given word, precisely whether it is a noun or a verb, so that we can exclude the verbs and extract only the nouns from the text.
The following steps illustrate how our tagger works:

- Search the word which we want to classify in the manually created D.B., if it was present so directly retrieve its classification, but if not move to next step.

- Examining the word:
  - If begins with ﺍ، or
  - The first letter was ﻡ and last one ﻃ، or
  - The last letter was ﻃ، or
  - The last letter was ﺍ،

  Then the word is considered to be a noun.

- Examining the preceding word (words that is followed certainly with a noun), then searching this word from any groups that precede the noun.

- if any of the previous rules didn’t match the word so we count the word’s letters to know pattern for this word, then examining this pattern if it belongs to any of the noun patterns (stored in a table).

2.3 Noun Phrase Identification

In English Noun phrases are extracted using a finite set of rules, composed of different sequences of part-of-speech tag patterns such as the grammar shown below in Figure.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP</th>
<th>→ ART NP2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>→ NP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>→ N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>→ ADJ NP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>→ NP3 PREPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP3</td>
<td>→ N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREPS</td>
<td>→ PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREPS</td>
<td>→ PP PREPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>→ NP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure.2 : An example of a NP identification grammar in English [13]

The Noun Phrase formation system used in this study (which concerns about Arabic Language), builds two-term phrases according to the rule : NP → N N , which means that the Noun Phrase is constructed from two noun terms identified by the tagger, such that the tagger outputs a table of the nouns (as shown in Figure.10.b), then the Noun Phrase is identified by taking every two adjacent nouns together (as shown in Figure.3.c).

When looking to the example in Figure.3, for the sample sentence of (a), such a strategy produces the phrases in (c). We note that the phrase generation system identifies apparently reasonable constructions such as “البترولية” , “الجامعة الإلكترونية” , “الحساب المعلومات” and “البرموم” , but not the unwanted phrases “البرموم علوم”
2.3.1 Automatic Phrase Assignment

An automatic phrase construction system generates a large number of phrases for a given text [14]. “The output could be used directly in a semi-automatic indexing environment by letting the user choose appropriate index entries from the available list. The standard entries from the output might then be manually chosen for indexing” [14].

In a fully automatic indexing system, Salton in [14] said that “additional criteria must be used, leading to the choice of some of the proposed phrase constructions, and the rejection of some others”.

But the criteria he mentioned isn’t agreeable with our system for many reasons, such as:

- His phrase formation system is different from ours, such that his system builds two-term phrases by taking all the possible combination of the terms.
- He handled also the phrases consisting of more than two words.
- The different nature of Arabic from English, such as nouns in Arabic could be adjectives or adverbs, as shown in the fourth section from section 3.

So, that we need a further choice of phrases, as well as a phrase ordering system in decreasing order of apparent desirability, and this can be achieved by assigning a phrase weight to each phrase and listing the phrases in decreasing weight order (ranking the phrases). In order to do so we need two different frequency criteria:

- The frequency of the term in a given document, known as the term frequency (tf)
- The number of documents, in which the term occurs, known as the document frequency (df).

The corresponding term weighting system, known as tf-idf is computed by the following formula (which give us the weight of a specific term i within a specific document j):

$$W_{ij} = \frac{tf_{ij}}{\max(tf_{ij})} \times \log \frac{N}{df_i}$$

(This will be explained briefly in building the inverted file mentioned later in section 3)
To get the term weight ($W_i$): we take the average weights of the term $i$ (summation of the term weights within all the documents that it appears in divided by number of documents that it appears in)

Then we calculate the weight of the phrase (constructing from term $i$ and term $j$) by taking the average weight of the two terms ($i, j$) that constructed it, as:

\[
\text{Phrase weight} = \frac{W_i + W_j}{2}
\]

Here we have a reasonable indexing policy consists in choosing phrases, after we ranked phrase list in decreasing order per a phrase weight. Using such an ordered list, a typical indexing policy consists in choosing the top $n$ entries from the list, or choosing entries whose weight exceeds a given threshold $T$ - As seen in Figure 11 in section 4.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF ANPE

By the great expansion of the World Wide Web (WWW) and the presence of inexpensive user interfaces and mass storage devices in the recent years, Information Retrieval (IR) has changed considerably, such that IR systems become in need to an effective method for dealing with the vast amount of information through following an efficient way of indexing for the vast amount of information.

Here we proposed a phrase extracting system. It is desktop application which is built using Visual Basic 6 (VB6). In this section, we described the effect of using such technique in the Information Retrieval System and introduced the results and evaluation of the system.

3.1 Building the IR System

The following steps have been used to implement the IR System:

Step.1: Remove all of the stop words from the documents.
Step.2: Build the inverted file for the documents.
Step.3: Choose a query (target query) from the source query list.
Step 4: Begin the search for the relevant documents to the selected query, the search will be done on the inverted file (for more details read the part talking about the inverted file).
Step 5: Use the cosine similarity formula (given below) to determine the similarity between the Query and the retrieved documents:

\[
\text{Sim}(D_i, Q) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{t} (d_{ik} \times q_{ik})}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{t} d_{ik}^2 \times \sum_{k=1}^{t} q_{ik}^2}}
\]

The searching process (in step.4) is done in a special data structure – the inverted file (built in step.2), which has the following information:

- The frequency of each index term in the corresponding document (tf).
- Number of documents in which the index term appears (df).
- The maximum frequency that is computed overall index terms mentioned in the document.
- The document number.
- The index terms in each document.
• The weight of each index term in the document, calculated according to the following formula:

\[ W_{ij} = \frac{t_{fi}}{\max(t_{fi})} \times \log \frac{N}{d_{fi}} \]

And the weight of the query is calculated according to the following formula:

\[ W_{iq} = 0.5 + 0.5 \times \frac{t_{fi}}{\max(t_{fi})} \times \log \frac{N}{d_{fi}} \]

4. **RUNNING THE IR SYSTEM**

By running the system will start by showing the general interface as in figure 4:
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As noticed the general interface consists from screens (numbered as 1, 2 and 3) and buttons (eight buttons).
Figure 5 above illustrates the first three steps, which are opening the desired collection of documents and extract nouns from them then forming the phrases from the extracted nouns.

Here below Figure 6 illustrates the inverted file (mentioned in chapter five) built from a sample of seven documents:
The system have been operated over a collection of 242 Arabic documents, the number of records in the inverted file reached 24091 records, and the constructed phrases were 32319 as shown in Figure 7.

After the user chooses the Query button appeared in Figure 4, Figure 8 will appear asking to enter the desired query.

Figure 9 illustrates the result of the query (الرياضيات) operated on the collection of the 242 documents.
When choosing the Threshold, button appeared in Figure 4, Figure 10 will appear asking to enter the desired value for the threshold.
Figure 11 illustrates the result of applying the threshold value (10) operated on the collection of the 242 documents, i.e. the extracted phrases that has weight values bigger or equal to 10 ranked decreasingly.

5. **EVALUATION OF IR SYSTEM**

To evaluate the performance of the IR system built in the previous section, we will use two popular retrieval evaluation measures: Recall & Precision.

The Recall is calculated according to the following formula:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{No. of retrieved relevant documents}}{\text{No. of relevant documents}}
\]

The Precision is calculated according to the following formula:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{No. of retrieved relevant documents}}{\text{No. of retrieved documents}}
\]

Here the two measures will be applied on both systems we obtained, the system which uses the single terms as an indexing unit (built in 6.1), and the system which uses the phrases (built in Section Four).

5.1 **Results obtained by the System**

The system had been operated over a collection of 242 Arabic documents; the phrases extracted reached 32319 phrases.

Figure.11 illustrates the Recall and Precision results, we notice that recall values for Noun Phrase are greater than it in Single Term, because using NPs retrieves more relevant documents, on the
other hand the precision values for Noun Phrase are smaller than it in Single Term, because the number of retrieved documents in NPs are less than it in Single Term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query No.</th>
<th>Single term</th>
<th>Noun Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced the Arabic Noun Phrase Extractor system, three common steps were used to build it: tokenization; part-of-speech tagging; and noun phrase identification.

At the end of the system Run, a list of Noun Phrases was included in the documents, sorted in decreasing order according to their weights in the documents, obviously, the phrases on the top of the list – i.e. has large weights – are said to be the best to represent the documents’ content. The experiment has been executed using 242 documents, the extracted phrases were nearly 32319 noun phrases, 23 queries were used for both single terms and NPs, the results proved that when using phrases for indexing the Recall value becomes better than using single terms, i.e. the system yields more relevant documents from the retrieved ones, on the other side it gave low precision because number of the retrieved documents will be decreased.

The is beginning of an ongoing research, there must be more efforts to include more intelligent ways for analysing data, it can be enhanced by many effective Machine Learning approaches.
such as Hidden Markov Model. Further, ANPE was built using VB6, it will be more efficient if it is built using Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK), which was written in Python.
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